






 

 

SUPPLEMENT TO COMPLAINT 

September 7, 2016 

Election Law Enforcement Commission 
Attn: Review and Investigation Section 
P.O. Box 185 
Trenton, N.J. 08625 

Re: Supplement to Request for Investigation of Campaign Finance Violations 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We write to update last week’s complaint urging the Election Law Enforcement Commission 
(“ELEC”) to investigate whether Jersey City Mayor Steven Fulop has violated the law by failing 
to register a gubernatorial committee with ELEC or establish a separate bank account to finance 
his gubernatorial campaign.  The complaint also asked that ELEC audit Mayor Fulop’s mayoral 
account, and the accounts of other committees acting in coordination with Mayor Fulop, to 
determine which expenditures were made to advance his gubernatorial candidacy.  These 
expenditures would count against the spending cap if Mayor Fulop accepts public financing. 
 
The complaint cited to an email sent by Newark Mayor Ras Baraka announcing that “Team 
Baraka will be getting back to work supporting Jersey City Mayor Stephen [sic] Fulop for 
Governor” and calling for an organizing meeting on September 8 to support Mayor Fulop’s 
gubernatorial candidacy.1  This meeting, had it been held, would have been a clear and 
unambiguous expenditure for Mayor Fulop’s gubernatorial campaign.  Yesterday, however, 
Politico reported that “[a] meeting organized by allies of Newark Mayor Ras Baraka intended to 
boost Jersey City Mayor Steve Fulop's likely run for governor was canceled just one day after a 
gubernatorial rival cited the meeting of Baraka backers in a complaint against Fulop.”2 
 
Mayor Baraka’s prudent decision to cancel the event stands in stark contrast to the ongoing 
violations being committed by Mayor Fulop.  Yesterday, the Jersey Journal reported that the 
Jersey City Democratic Organization (“JCDO”) is sponsoring a series of public events featuring 
Mayor Fulop in locations outside Jersey City, including an end-of-summer party in Paramus on 
Sept. 17 and a fall kick-off in Freehold on Sept. 24.3   
 
There is no legitimate reason why these events would be held outside of Jersey City, to 
audiences comprised of people who do not live in Jersey City, other than to promote Mayor 

                                                 
1 See Matt Friedman, Baraka allies call meeting to boost Fulop for governor, Politico (Aug. 29, 2016),  
http://www.politico.com/states/new-jersey/story/2016/08/newark-mayor-allies-call-meeting-to-boost-fulop-for-
governor-105022#ixzz4Iony35BD  
2 Ex. A. 
3 Ex. B. 
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Fulop’s gubernatorial candidacy.  It is the equivalent of a non-statewide candidate paying for a 
statewide polling survey from the candidate’s non-statewide account, a practice that ELEC 
deemed illegal in 2015.4  To further underscore the true purpose of these events, all RSVPs are 
directed to Mayor Fulop’s committee rather than the JCDO.  In other words, the JCDO pays for 
the events, while Mayor Fulop receives a speaking platform and valuable data.  The costs of 
these events and the data generated from them are in-kind contributions to Mayor Fulop’s 
gubernatorial candidacy, and should count against his spending limits if he agrees to accept 
public financing. 
 
Mayor Fulop’s adviser, Michael Soliman, claims that the events are “for residents and former 
residents who have ties to Jersey City or have been supporters of the JCDO.”5  But the publicly 
available facts debunk that claim.  For example, Murphy for Governor Treasurer Robert Long – 
the individual signing this complaint – received an invitation to the JCDO’s event in Freehold.6  
Mr. Long has never lived in Jersey City or contributed to the JCDO.  The real story: Mr. Long 
was selected because he serves on the Monmouth County Democratic Committee and could be 
useful to Mayor Fulop’s statewide candidacy.  We suspect that there are many more in Mr. 
Long’s camp, who have no ties to Jersey City but are connected to party organizations that could 
be helpful to Mayor Fulop’s gubernatorial ambitions.  We challenge Mayor Fulop to present 
concrete evidence to the contrary. 
 
Mayor Fulop continues to run afoul of New Jersey campaign finance law, by failing to register a 
gubernatorial committee, establish a separate bank account, or track expenditures for spending 
cap purposes.  We respectfully supplement our request that ELEC commence an immediate 
investigation into Mayor Fulop’s conduct. 

                                                 
4 Matt Friedman, Former gov candidate Buono violated state campaign finance law, N.J. agency charges (June 3, 
2015), http://www.nj.com/politics/index.ssf/2015/06/_former_gubernatorial_candidate_buono_violated_sta.html  
5 Ex. B. 
6 Ex. C. 


























